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Laser for tatoo removal

TR-1064-532-1320-QP

Portable Q-switched Nd:YAG laser machine



Perfect full-functional space-efficient solution.

A good start for small beauty centers and those

who run a small business or open their tattoo 
removal business from scratch

2,640

EUR
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Quick and easy non-invasive laser skin treatment. Standard handles, 
1064 nm and 532 nm, allow removing dark, red, yellow, coffee tattoos as 
well as dermal and epidermal pigmented lesions.



With a carbon peel lense you will be able to offer a Hollywood facial 
peel for giving a skin quick refresher without any downtime. 



Optional fractional lense will help to deal with the stubborn tattoo 
pigments and offer skin resurfacing procedure for improving skin tone 
and oil control, tightening pores, and making fine wrinkles less visible. 



Portable Nd:Yag laser is an optimal solution as it features:



Cost efficiency for 
smooth business 
start

$
Compact size for easy 
location at any suitable place, 
transport and storage

User-friendly menu to 
make operating process 
simple and intuitive

High functionality and 
performance comparable 
to heavy-duty lasers
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Tattoo removal


body tattoo, and especially 

permanent makeup

Pigmented lesions removal


coffee spots, birthmarks, age spots, 

sunspots, freckles, Nevus of Ota

Facial skin rejuvenation


oil control, pore tightening, fine 

lines and wrinkles, acne scars 

Applications 

4-mode intelligent

user interface


for flawless and 

comfortable operation

Powerful cooling system


stable idle-free work and 

prolonged service life

8’’ screen


comfortable operating 

experience

High pulse energies


fast and efficient 

treatment

Highlights



Downtime



12 hours of continuous 
work guaranteed.

Operator’s

goggles


110 EUR

Customer’s

eye protector


20 EUR

1 320 nm lens


Carbon peel

treatment


176 EUR

Fractional handpiece


Wrinkle removal and 
skin rejuvenation


496 EUR

532 nm handpiece


Red, orange, yellow

tattoo removal,

epidermal pigmented 
lesions removal


336 EUR

1 064 nm handpiece


Black and dark blue

tattoo removal, dermal 
pigmented lesions

removal 


208 EUR

Accessories
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Warranty



2 year warranty.


During the first year of warranty, spare parts and delivery are 
free of charge. During the second year, only spares are free of 
charge, the delivery should be covered by the customer.



Servicing / Maintenance


The machine is 
maintenance-free 


Keep the handles clean to 
ensure hygiene
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Wavelength

1 064 nm, 532 nm,

1 320 nm standard, 755 nm 
(fractional) optional



Pulse width


8-10 nsec

Frequency

1-6 Hz


Energy density

300 - 1 000 mJ

Spot size

6 mm, non-adjustable

Screen size

8’’

Power requirements

220 V±10% 50HZ

110 V±10% 60HZ

Power consumption

800 W

Net weight


22 kg

Package size


58x34x50 cm

Dimensions


48x42x32 cm

Specifications
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